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Abstract---Mobile computing has changed the complete panorama of our everyday lifestyles. It 

is fitting most important due to the upward thrust within the number of transportable computer 

systems and the wish to have steady community connectivity to the internet without reference to 

the bodily location of the node. This technological know-how that allows transmission of data, 

voice and video via a laptop or any other Wi-Fi enabled gadget with no need to be linked to a 

fixed physical hyperlink. Cellular presents gigantic benefits for companies that decide on to 

integrate the science into their constant organizational expertise process.  Starting from Wi-Fi 

laptops to cell phones and Wi-Fi/Bluetooth enabled individual Digital Assistants to wireless 

sensor networks; cell computing has become ubiquitous in its impact on our everyday lives. The 

purpose of this paper is to point out one of the characteristics, applications and obstacles of 

mobile computing. 
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I. Introduction 

                   In the last 10 years, the advent of cellular telephones as well as laptops has 

dramatically improved the provision of mobile contraptions to companies and residence users. 

Extra  just lately, smaller  moveable  devices  such  as  PDAs  and  chiefly  embedded  

contraptions  (e.g.  Washing machines, sensors) have slowly changed the way humans live and 

consider of desktops. Computing is drifting faraway from simply being targeting computers and 

relates more and more in the direction of society, its persons and its infrastructures.  This is 

specified real the place sensors are being developed to be so minute that they are literally 

embedded in garb and even humans. 

                  

 Two technologies permit customers to move about with computing power and network assets at 

hand: transportable desktops and Wi-Fi communications. Computers are shrinking; enabling 

many to be held through hand regardless of spectacular computing capabilities, even as the 

bandwidth of wi-fi hyperlinks maintains growing. These alterations have more and more enabled 

folks to access their individual know-how, company knowledge, and public assets “each time, 

anyplace”. 

                  

  Mobile computing is associated with mobility of hardware, data and software in computer 

applications. Mobile computing has become possible with convergence of mobile 

communications and computer technologies, which include mobile phones, personal digital 

assistants (PDA), handheld and portable computers, wireless local area networks (WLAN), 

wireless wide area networks and wireless ATMs. The increasing miniaturisation of virtually all 

system components is making mobile computing a reality [1][2]. Mobile computing - the use of a 

portable computer capable of wireless networking - is already revolutionising the way we use 

computers. Wireless networking has greatly enhanced the use of portable computers. It allows 

users versatile communication with other people and outright notification about important events 

and convenient access to up-to-date information, yet with much more flexibility than with 

cellular phones or pagers. It also enables continuous access to the services and resources of 

stationary computer networks. Wireless networking promises to do for portable computers what 

traditional networks have done for desktop personal computers. Networks enable stand-alone 

personal computers to participate in distributed systems that allow users anywhere on the 
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network to access shared resources. With access to a wireless network, mobile users can 

download news or electronic documents, query a remote database, send or receive electronic 

mail, or even are involved in a real-time video-conference with other users. The technical 

challenges that mobile computing must resolve are hardly trivial. However, some of the 

challenges in developing software and hardware for mobile computing systems are quite 

different from those involved in the design of today’s stationary networked systems [2]. Mobile 

user location becomes a dynamically changing piece of data. In this case, the user updates this 

information, while many others may access it to find out where the mobile user is. In the mobile 

environment, the location of a user can be regarded as a data item whose value changes with 

every move. Establishing a connection requires knowledge of the location of the party we want 

to establish a connection with. This implies that locating a person is the same as reading the 

location data of that person. Such read operations may involve an extensive search across the 

whole network as well as a database look up. Writing the location may involve updating the 

location of the user in the local database as well as in other replicas of this data item [3] one 

important characteristic about mobile computers is that they have severe power restrictions. A 

battery represents the most significant single source of weight in a lightweight computer. While 

reducing battery weight is important, a small battery can undermine the value of portability by 

causing users to recharge frequently, carry spare batteries, or use their mobile computers to a 

minimum. Minimising power consumption can improve portability by reducing battery weight 

and lengthening the life of a charge. Power can be conserved not only by the design of energy 

efficient software, but also by efficient operation [4][5]. 

 

II. Characteristics 

                   Mobile computing is accomplished using a combination of computer hardware, 

system and applications software and some form of communications medium. Powerful mobile 

solutions have recently become possible because of the availability of an extremely powerful and 

small computing devices, specialized software and improved telecommunication. Some of the 

characteristics of mobile computing are based on following: 

a) Hardware:-The characteristics of mobile computing hardware are defined by the size and 

form factor, weight, microprocessor, primary storage, secondary storage, screen size and type, 
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means of input, means of output, battery life, communications capabilities, expandability and 

durability of the device. 

b) Software: - Mobile computers make use of a wide variety of system and application 

software. The most common system software and operating environments used on mobile 

computers includes MSDOS, Windows 3.1/3.11/95/98/NT, UNIX, android etc. These operating 

environments range in capabilities from a minimalist graphically enhanced- pen enabled DOS 

environment to the powerful capabilities of Windows NT. Every operating system/environment 

has some form of integrated development environment (IDE) for program development. Most of 

the operating environments provide more than one development environment strategy to custom 

application development. 

c) Communication: - The ability of any mobile computer to connect in a few fashions with a 

set information system is a defining quality of mobile computing. The sort and option of 

communication medium significantly influences the sort of mobile computing program that may 

be created. Just how a mobile computing device communicates with a set information system can 

be grouped as: (a) linked (b) weakly linked (c) batch and (d) disconnected. The connected 

category implies a continuously available high-speed connection. The ability to communicate 

consistently but at poor speeds, allows mobile computers to be linked to the fixed information 

system weakly. A batch connection means that the mobile computer is not available for 

communication with the fixed information system continuously. Inside the batch mode, 

communication is set up randomly or periodically to switch and update information between 

your mobile computer and fixed information systems. Mobile computer systems may operate in 

batch method over communication mediums that can handle ongoing procedures, reducing the 

cellular airtime and associated fees. Disconnected mobile computer systems allow users to boost 

efficiency by causing calculations, saving contact information, keeping a routine, and other non- 

communications oriented jobs. This method of procedure is of little interest because the mobile 

device is not capable of electronically interacting and exchanging information with the set 

organizational information system. Exchange of information with a disconnected mobile 

computing device can only just be achieved by manually stepping into information in to the 

device or copying from the device's display screen and manually stepping into the information in 

to the set information system. This method of information exchange is more reliable than using 

papers which is effectively nonexistent, since almost all modern mobile computing hardware is 
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with the capacity of some type of native electronic digital data communications. Data 

Communications is the exchange of data using existing communication networks. The word data 

covers a variety of applications including Document|Record|Data file transfer interconnection 

between Wide-Area-Networks (WAN), facsimile (fax), e-mail, usage of the internet and the 

internet (WWW).  

 

III. Technologies Available 

There are lots of communications technologies on hand in these days that permit mobile 

computers to communicate. The most common of those applied sciences are: (a) wireless nearby 

subject Networks (WLANs) (b) satellite (c) Cell Digital Packet data (CDPD) (d) personal 

Communications systems (PCS) (e) global system for mobile communications (GSM) (f) RAM 

and ARDIS knowledge networks (g) specialized mobile Radio (SMR) carrier (h) one and two-

manner paging (i) simple ancient cell process (POTS) (j) internet (k) infra-red (l) docking (serial, 

parallel, LAN) and (m) disk swapping. These numerous communications applied sciences make 

to be had a continuum of connectivity that presents communications capabilities ranging from 

guide-assisted batch transfers to excessive-pace steady communication. 

 

IV. Portable computing devices 

A number of categories of portable computing devices can run on batteries but usually are not 

quite often categorised as laptops: portable computers, PDAs, ultra cellular PCs (UMPCs), 

capsules and Smartphone’s: 

i. A moveable computer (discontinued) is a general-motive computer that can be 

comfortably moved from position to location, but cannot be used whilst in transit, by and large 

considering it requires some "environment-up" and an AC power supply. The most noted 

example is the Osborne 1. Portable desktops are also known as a "transportable" or a "luggable" 

pc. 

ii. A private digital assistant (PDA) (discontinued) is a small, frequently pocket-sized, pc 

with limited functionality. It is intended to supplement and to synchronize with a desktop pc, 

giving access to contacts, deal with book, notes, e mail and different aspects. 

iii. An ultra mobile laptop (discontinued) is a full-featured, PDA-sized laptop jogging a 

basic-motive operating system. 
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iv. A pill laptop that lacks a keyboard (also known as a non-convertible pill) is shaped like a 

slate or a paper pocket book. As an alternative a physical keyboard it has a touch reveal with 

some mixture of digital keyboard, stylus and/or handwriting realization program. Tablets is 

probably not fine suited for purposes requiring a bodily keyboard for typing, however are in any 

other case equipped of accomplishing most of the duties of an average computer. 

v. A Smartphone has a wide variety of features and set up-competent applications. 

vi. A carputer is mounted in a car. It operates as a Wi-Fi pc, sound procedure, GPS, and 

DVD player. It also contains word processing software and is Bluetooth suitable. 

vii. A gadget the scale and form of a pen. It functions as a writing utensil, MP3 participant, 

language translator, digital storage gadget, and calculator. 

viii. A software-exact laptop is one that's tailored to a particular utility. For example, Ferranti 

offered a handheld software-particular cellular pc (the MRT-a hundred) within the type of a 

clipboard for conducting opinion polls. 

                   Boundaries that separate these categories are blurry at times. For illustration, the 

OQO UMPC can also be a PDA-sized pill laptop; the Apple e-Mate had the clamshell type 

aspect of a laptop, however ran PDA application. The HP Omni book line of laptops 

incorporated some contraptions small more adequate to be called extremely cellular PCs. The 

hardware of the Nokia 770 internet tablet is just about the identical as that of a PDA such as the 

Zaurus 6000; the only reason it's now not called a PDA is that it does now not have PIM 

program. On the other hand, both the 770 and the Zaurus can run some laptop Linux application, 

most commonly with changes. 

 

V. Working 

Cell computing starts with the actual hardware inside a Smartphone. A microprocessor powers 

mobile computing and reminiscence chips furnish for knowledge storage. A radio frequency 

aspect handles power sourcing and different proprietary telecom science sends outgoing signals 

and receives incoming signals from a 3G or 4G wireless network. The wireless networks elevate 

the data where it needs to go. Mainly, data was routed via mobile phone towers in a detailed 

provider’s physical network to one more person’s cell phone. With brand new cell computing, 

information can also be almost always delivered onto the web through the provider’s telecom 

network. This hybrid procedure is a part of what comprises mobile computing, where customers 
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can entry man or woman internet web sites over their Smartphone’s. With up to date advances in 

cellular computing, customers can now perform mobile computing on their Smartphone’s at the 

same time finishing mobile phone calls. This technology includes parallel processing of 

exclusive threads for digital voice and knowledge operations. Present day Smartphone’s are lots 

like computer systems, with their possess working systems and complex logical infrastructure, 

which allows extra developed mobile computing and the proliferation of cellular applications for 

a mess of functions and makes use of. 

 

VI. Applications 

The true power of mobile computing turns into apparent when mobile hardware, application, and 

communications are optimally configured and used to accomplish a particular cell project. 

Although many assorted functions exist, cellular computing purposes can frequently be divided 

into two categories--horizontal and vertical. 

1. Horizontal: Horizontal functions have vast-based enchantment and include program that 

performs functions reminiscent of: (a) e mail; (b) web searching; (c) phrase processing; (d) 

scheduling; (e) contact administration; (f) to-do lists; (g) messaging; (h) presentation. These 

types of functions usually come ordinary on Palmtops, Clamshells, and laptops with systems 

program equivalent to windows 95.  

2. Vertical: Vertical applications are industry-specified and only have appeal within the 

particular enterprise for which the appliance was once written. Vertical purposes are on the 

whole utilized in industries comparable to: (a) retailing; (b) utilities; (c) warehousing; (d) 

shipping; (e) scientific and (f) regulation enforcement and public security. These vertical 

applications are mostly transaction oriented and more often than not interface with a corporate 

database. Different software areas include: (a) mining; (b) forestry; (c) agriculture; and (d) 

surveying etc. 

 

VII.     Limitation 

A. Range & Bandwidth: cellular web entry is most likely slower than direct cable 

connections, making use of applied sciences comparable to GPRS and EDGE, and more not too 

long ago HSDPA, HSUPA, 3G and 4G networks and in addition the upcoming 5G community. 
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These networks are almost always available inside range of business cell towers. Excessive pace 

community Wi-Fi LANs are low priced however have very constrained range. 

B. Protection requisites: When working cell, one is dependent on public networks, 

requiring careful use of VPN. Security is a foremost problem while regarding the cell computing 

standards on the fleet. You may with ease assault the VPN through a large quantity of networks 

interconnected by means of the line. 

C. Power consumption: When a power outlet or portable generator is not available, cell 

computers must depend totally on battery energy. Mixed with the compact size of many cell 

instruments, this mostly means strangely high-priced batteries need to be used to receive the 

quintessential battery lifestyles. 

D. Transmission interferences: climate, terrain, and the variety from the closest sign factor 

can all interfere with signal reception. Reception in tunnels, some constructions, and rural areas 

is most of the time bad. 

E. Capabilities health hazards: men and women who use cell instruments at the same time 

using are traditionally distracted from riding and are as a consequence assumed extra more likely 

to be concerned in traffic accidents. At the same time this will likely appear apparent, there's 

tremendous dialogue about whether banning cell device use even as riding reduces accidents or 

no longer. Cell phones may just intervene with sensitive medical instruments. Questions 

involving mobile phone radiation and wellbeing had been raised. 

F. Human interface with device: displays and keyboards are typically small, which can 

make them rough to make use of. Alternate enter methods similar to speech or handwriting 

consciousness require coaching. 

 

VII. Conclusion 

Mobile computing is an important, developing technology. It permits mobile staff to effectively 

converse and connect to the set organizational information system while staying unconstrained 

by physical location. Mobile computing offers significant benefits for organizations that choose 

to assimilate the technology to their set organizational information system. Mobile computing is 

manufactured possible by lightweight computer hardware, software, and communications 

systems that connect to a non-mobile organizational information system while from the normal, 

predetermined workplace. Mobile computing is a versatile and strategic technology that boosts 
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information quality and accessibility potentially, increases functional efficiency, and enhances 

management performance. Mobile computing might be carried out using many combos of 

hardware, software, and communications technologies. The systems must be carefully 

determined and the applications made to achieve the business enterprise needs required from the 

entire organizational information system. Within this paper we've in term determined a few of 

the applications of mobile computing along with several characteristics of Mobile computing and 

limitations. 
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